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Brennan asks CB to cut 
money for campus groups
By Lance Lovell
Kaimin Reporter
ASUM Business Manager Jim 
Brennan decided yesterday to 
recommend that Central Board cut 
$15,000 from the amount of money 
available for campus groups next 
year.
He made the decision after 
ASUM Accountant Carl 
Burgdorfer determined that ASUM 
allocated $36,107.61 more than it 
received from student activity fees 
so far this year.
CB will decide whether to ap­
prove the cut, which would reduce 
the amount available to $406,146 at 
its meeting on Wednesday.
These factors led to the deficit:
• Last year $24,000 was 
allocated to campusgroupsforthe 
1981 summer session. ASUM 
received only $12,000 from 
summer student activity fees, 
causing a $12,000 deficit on the
1981 fiscal year ASUM general 
fund balance. The 1981 fiscal year 
ends on June 30, 1982.
• Because of an over-estimation 
of the amount of full-time students 
that would attend the university 
this year, ASUM allocated $24,- 
107.61 more than it received from 
student activity fees.
But, because of a slow accoun­
ting system, Burgdorfer expects 
ASUM to receive $13,000 more 
from activity fees by the end of this 
quarter.
If this happens, ASUM’s total 
deficit will be reduced to $23,- 
107.61 by the end of the fiscal year, 
which will be paid for with money 
from the general fund.
Burgdorfer estimated that $60,- 
000 is in the fund.
Brennan decided to recommend 
the cut to ensure that ASUM will 
receive more money than it 
allocates next year, which will 
replenish the general fund.
20 campus groups 
may not receive funds
By Lance Lovell
Kaimin Reporter
Twenty campus groups that are 
requesting money for next year 
might not receive any, and if they 
do receive any, it could be a lot less 
than they received last year, ASUM
quested $211,206.17 more than is 
available.
• CB has to consider cutting the 
$421,146 that is availble by $15,- 
000.
• More campus sports and 
departmental groups become part 
of ASUM each year.
J. BARRE TOELKEN, a nationally known folklore expert from the University of Oregon, conducts a seminar 
yesterday on “Folklore: Its Nature and Interdepartmental Uses." Toelken is giving a free lecture tonight 
entitled “Teaching Techniques in Oral Traditions" at 8 in Social Science Building 356. (Staff photo by Richard 
Dahnke).
Spectacular to tap 125 kegs tomorrow
By Joel Lundstad
Kaimin Reporter
Eight hours of recorded music 
and 125 kegs of beer will highlight 
the sixth annual Spring Spec­
tacular tomorrow at Lolo Hot 
Springs.
The keggerwill last from 11 a.m. 
to 7 p.m. People who have bought 
Spring Spectacular T-shirts must 
wear them to be admitted, while 
those who haven’t bought T-shirts 
must pay $7.
Organizers are Dan Coolidge, 
junior in geology, and Eric 
Williams, sophomore in jour­
nalism. They are members of the 
Student Recreation Association, 
which is sponsoring the kegger. 
The SRA is not affiliated with the 
University of Montana.
The SRA has rented the
campground area at Lolo Hot 
Springs, located 37 miles 
southwest of Missoula.
In the past, Coolidge said, the 
Spring Spectacular served as a 
warm-up for the now-defunct Aber 
Day Kegger.
The Aber Day Kegger was held 
1972-79 and was sponsored by the 
Missoula Liquid Assets Corp. 
(MLAC). It served as a fundraising 
event for the UM Maureen and 
Mike Mansfield Library. Ap­
proximately 8,000 people attended 
the kegger each year, the highest 
number to attend was 11,000 in 
1978.
Another popular kegger during 
the 1970s was the Blackfoot 
Boogie. It was held 1971-75 and 
1977. Bill Stoianoff, former planner 
of the Blackfoot Boogie, said it was 
held just for people to have a good 
time, not to make money.
Why did both those keggers die?
Stoianoff said the “political 
climate” of Missoula did not allow 
the Boogie to continue.
David Stevens, Montana Kaimin 
business manager and former 
MLAC board member, said the 
Aber Day Kegger also ended 
because of political reasons. In the 
fall of 1979 the University of 
Montana decided not to allow 
university facilities to be used to 
produce a large outdoor function.
Stevens said another factor that 
resulted in the kegger's demise 
was the high cost. He said it would 
have been impossible to continue 
to put on ad event of high caliber 
and still maintain low admission 
prices.
Conf, on p. 8
Dandelion digging set for Aber Day
President Marquette McRae-Zook 
said last night at the budget 
meetings in the ASUM office.
McRae-Zook said campus 
sports and departmental groups 
offer limited benefits for students 
and that ASUM may not be able to 
afford to support them any longer.
McRae-Zook explained the 
situation that Central Board faces:
• The 57 groups requesting 
money for next year have re-
By Leslie Vining
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
Melodies floating from a 
Chinese flute, the klomping of 
Dutch wooden shoes and 
traditional costumes will be 
features of the International 
Students Cultural show, tomorrow 
at 8 p.m. in the University of 
Montana Theater.
The free show is an annual event 
sponsored by the UM International 
Students Organization, a group of 
about 170 foreign students from 30 
different countries who attend UM.
According to Jude Nwosu, 
graduate in microbiology, presi­
dent of the group and a Nigerian 
student, the purpose of the event is 
to present different cultures to the 
campus and the community.
“Dancing is one of the best 
expressions of a foreign culture,” 
Nwosu said, “and will be a major 
part of the show.”
The program will include:
• a Dutch wooden shoe dance 
by Kitty Vanderlinder, YWCA 
dance instructor.
• These groups have limited 
benefits for students and take 
money from service groups that 
benefit more students in more 
ways.
The groups that could be 
affected are: Kappa Epsilon, Un­
iversity of Montana Wildlife Socie­
ty, Woodsmen Team, Masters in 
Business Association, Student
Conf, on p. 8
• “Perteteo Affection,” played 
on a Chinese flute by Young-Ming 
Roc Doo, graduate student in 
biochemistry from the Republic of 
China.
• “Inang,” the lifestyle of Malay­
sian villagers by Malaysian Folk 
Dancers: Mohamad Fauzi Adlin, 
junior in business from Malaysia; 
Bin Saharudin, sophomore in 
wildlife biology from Malaysia; and 
Patricia Lopez, senior in social 
work from Billings.
• American songs sung in 
“southern-belle style” by Cindy 
McGillivray, freshman in political 
science from Harlem, Mont.
• a Scandinavian slide show by 
Tarja Ylipiessa, senior in English, 
and Tiina Hamalainen, junior in 
geology, both from Finland.
• a traditional Nigerian Ibo 
dance by Sam Irem from Nigeria.
• Japanese songs by Iwao II- 
jima, graduate student in social 
work, and Yoichiro Shuin, 
sophomore in chemistry, from 
Japan.
• a classic Javanese dance by 
Titut Nirwana from Indonesia.
By Mark Smith
Kaimin Reporter
Dandelion digging, a campus 
and Clark Fork River cleanup and 
the presentation of the first Clancy 
Gordon Aber Day Award are just 
some of the events in store for
In addition to the performers, 
ushers will be foreign students 
dressed in their national costumes. 
Following the show, everyone 
involved with it will present an 
international fashion show. The 
organization will present a similar 
fashion show at the Missoula 
Heritage Festival, May 22-23.
Nwosu said almost every univer­
sity has an organization similar to 
the UM group to help international 
students adjust to life in the United 
States.
“In most cases when students 
from warm countries first arrive,” 
he said, “their biggest problem is 
getting adjusted to the weather.”
“Most students have passed 
certain tests and have been 
qualified in terms of speaking 
English,” Nwosu said, “but this 
doesn’t necessarily mean they 
know the English accent and 
slang. These things can be very 
confusing."
The goals of the group are to 
create educational programs that
Cont. on p. 8 
students next Wednesday on Aber 
Day.
Afternoon classes have been 
canceled.
Aber Day used to mean a day fulI 
of rock ’n’ roll and a 1,000 keg 
kegger to students, but this year's 
event will mark a return to 
traditional environmental values.
It is important for the students to 
participate in the activities, Steve 
Barclay, chairman of the Aber Day 
Committee said, because “the 
more support they can show for 
Aber Day this year, the better 
chances they’ll have of ad­
ministrative and ASUM support for 
Aber Day in the future."
Last year only about 60 students 
showed up for the event.
A new addition to Aber Day 
activities is the presentation 
of the first $150 Clancy Gordon 
Aber Day Award to two UM 
students for their efforts to im­
prove the local Missoula environ­
ment. Their names have not yet 
been released.
Gordon was a UM professor of 
botany and an outspoken en­
vironmentalist who died of cancer 
July 12, 1981. The awards will be 
presented at 4:30 p.m. on the Oval.
Off campus, Missoula Mayor Bill 
Cregg plans to proclaim a citywide 
Aber Day, and the UM Outdoor 
Program is planning a raft trip from 
Bonner Dam to Jacobs Island to 
pick up garbage along the Clark 
Fork River.
Dudley Improta, recreation aide, 
said the Clark Fork cleanup crew 
will probably consist of five rafts 
holding seven students each.
Those who want to go on the trip 
should register at the University 
Center bookstore ticket office 
before Wednesday. Participants 
are asked to bring a large plastic 
garbage bag and a sack lunch.
Rafting equipment is provided, 
but transportation to and from the 
site is not. Participants should 
meet at the Field House Annex at 
noon on the day of the trip. 
Carpooling is available.
Back on campus the big event 
will be the dandelion “Dig In — 
Don't Spray” and university clean­
up.
The Aber Day Committee has 
purchased 20 dandelion diggers 
and the student group to dig the 
most weeds will win a keg of beer. 
Students preferring solo digs will 
have their names put in and drawn 
from a hat for prizes ranging from 
free off-campus meals to books. 
Workers are asked to bring their 
own digging tools.
Missoula naturalist Kim Williams 
will also be on hand, she said, "to 
express my philosophy that it is 
better to eat dandelions, than 
poison them.” Dandelions, she 
said, are good food.
Other students will be put to 
work planting grass, cleaning the 
Main Hall parking lot planters, 
resodding vehicle damaged lawns 
and replanting vines along campus 
drive. Bruce Baker, sophomore in
Cont. on p. 8
International students host show
Opinions
Groups should work 
for their money
It has become a far-too-common practice for groups on 
campus to go to ASUM to get their money before they 
have tried other resources.
Every budgeting year, ASUM puts $15,000 in its special 
allocations fund. This amount is divided three ways, 
making $5,000 available each autumn, winter and spring.
Every ASUM group asks for money every spring. It is up 
to Central Board to allocate money as it sees fit.
Kaimin editorial
When an ASUM group runs out of money, it goes to the 
ASUM Budget & Finance Committee to ask for more. 
Sometimes the group will receive money, sometimes it 
won't.
But some groups that don’t belong to ASUM believe 
that becoming an ASUM group will get them easy money.
On March 22, 1982, the UM English Club applied for 
$800 for transportation funds for a teacher’s conference 
in Boise, Idaho.
ASUM informed the English Club that it was not an 
ASUM group, and therefore, nqt eligible for ASUM funds.
So on March 31, the English Club—anyone may join 
ASUM—became an ASUM group and again requested 
$800 for its trip.
Their request was denied by both the Budget & Finance 
Committee and CB.
Last quarter, a rather mysterious group named Silent 
Sentinel applied for ASUM membership.
Two weeks later, a member of Silent Sentinel stood 
before the Budget & Finance Committee asking for $500 
toward an award the group wanted to present to UM's 
most outstanding professor.
The group’s representative wasn’t willing to relay to the 
committee what it is Silent Sentinel does exactly or how it 
recruits its new members.
The Budget & Finance Committee denied Silent 
Sentinel’s financial request.
Two weeks later, Silent Sentinel, seeing it could not get 
money from ASUM, quietly—it doesn’t do anything any 
other way—dropped its ASUM membership.
“(ASUM doesn’t) have an unlimited source of money,” 
says ASUM President Marquette McRae-Zook. "There 
are too many groups who see us as an easy way to get 
money. I admire groups who try to get money in other 
ways before coming to us.”
Some groups can be seen in the University Center Mall, 
holding bake sales or, as last quarter, selling records as 
the UM Circle K Club did.
It should be apparent to CB and the Budget & Finance 
Committee that groups that work hard to get money and 
then come to ASUM for some financial help are the 
groups that deserve that help.
But for those groups that view ASUM and its monies as 
an easy access to financial aid, ASUM should tell them 





Editor. An open letter to Neil 
Bucklew;
While you may have temporarily 
appeased those who come in 
contact with the main campus by 
extending President Bowers's 
moratorium on the use of 2,4-D, 
this move does not go far enough. 
As I understand it, due to “financial 
concerns" the use of 2,4-D will 
continue as usual on the UM golf 
course. To allow the use of 2,4-D 
on some campus grounds, yet 
place a moratorium on others, is 
inconsistent and an admission on 
behalf of the administration that 
2,4-D may pose a potential health 
threat. To me, a policy of out of 
sight—out of mind is unacceptable 
and must be remedied.
I believe that a complete ter­
mination on the use of 2,4-D is 
necessary, not a moratorium, 
which is simply a delay tactic. This 
is not to say that your concern is 
not appreciated, for it is, but I feel 
that more can and must be 
done.
Despite numerous scientific 
studies, much doubt still persists as 
to the safety of 2,4-D. Recently the 
validity of these studies have been 
questioned. Because they are con­
ducted over a short time span, they 
fail to take into account any long- 
range health effects which may 
arise.
Secondly, it is the chemical 
companies themselves that often 
test for the safety of their own 
products. Recently, Industrial Bio­
Test Laboratories (a subsidiary of 
Nalco Chemical Company) was 
by Garry TrudeauDOONESBURY
suspected of data falsification in 
regard to over 99 percent of their 
studies, 2,4-D amongst them. 
I.B.T. is now under federal in­
vestigation.
I personally know of a girl who 
experienced headache, nausea, 
and a severe rash after the applica­
tion of 2,4-D on this campus. In 
many instances, prolonged 
numbness of the limbs has 
resulted due to 2,4-D use. There is 
also suspicion that 2,4-D use may 
result in miscarriages, birth 
defects, and cancer, though this 
has been hard to prove due to the 
hit-and-run nature of 2,4-D, (abili­
ty to quickly break down into “less 
hazardous” substances).
One must not forget the 
detrimental effects which are im­
posed on the environment when 
2,4-D is .used. Why is it that the 
effect to man is always the bottom 
line? What about the birds, 
squirrels and other animals that 
abound on campus? How about 
our surrounding air, water and 
soil, the prerequisites for all life. By 
poisoning our environment, we are 
in effect, poisoning our own nest.
Court action in the past has led 
to legal awards “arising from the 
Use of 2,4-D, andtbds the Universi­
ty may be setting itself up for a 
lawsuit should somebody ex­
perience any detrimental health 
effects arising from 2,4-D use.
Perhaps one must ask the ques­
tion, why bother to kill the 
dandelions at all? Expenditures 
would be saved and those who 
desire would be able to make use 
of the vitamin-rich dandelion 
without the fear of being poisoned.
If for whatever reason the ad­
ministration feels that it’s 
necessary to control dandelions, a 
safe, non-chemical means of con­
trol should be employed. Possible 
alternatives include picking them 
by hand, or beefing up the lawn 
with dichondria, clover and other 
hardy grasses so dandelions can­
not invade. In conjunction with 
such a program, aeration of the 
soil should be implemented due to 
the dandelion’s desire to grow in 
areas of compaction. Such a 
program is implemented on the 
Washington D.C. mall, perhaps the 
most transversed lawn in the 
world. To effectively institute a 
safe and effective integrated ap­
proach to pest management, I 
propose that the pest control 
committee reorientate their objec­
tives in this direction. Finally, I 
believe it is imperative that the 
administration act in a responsive 
and responsible way. It must 
respond to the well-founded con­
cerns of the university community 
and proceed in a responsible 
manner that not only takes into 
account the potential dangers 
imposed on the human members 
of our community, but also our 
surrounding environment upon 
which we depend.
Only you President Bucklew 
have the authority to take the 
proper and necessary actions to 
insure our safety, but the burden 
does not rest entirely on your 
shoulders. It rests on us all, and 
with each of us doing our part, we 
can insure a safe and healthy 
environment for us today and for 
those who shall follow.
Sincerely,
Al Katz
senior, resource conservation/en- 
vironmental studies
NSE, Humboldt State University
NCAP applauds Bucklew
Editor: Dear President Bucklew;
We applaud your decision to 
restrict the use of 2,4-D on the 
University of Montana campus to 
areas not frequented by students. 
A similar decision was made this 
winter by the school board here in 
Eugene.
While dandelions have not yet 
been shown to cause mutations, 
birth defects or cancer, 2,4-D has. 
It has been shown to cause point 
mutations in animal cells, to 
damage DNA in a manner similar 
to ionizing radiation, and to 
stimulate mitosis. The fourtypes of 
developmental toxicity have been 
demonstrated in animals treated 
-wittk2,4-D; malformation (skeletal, 
circulatory system and eye), 
malfunction "’(subcutaneous 
edema and hemorrhage), growth 
retardation (pre-natal and post­
natal), and lethality (post­
implantation and post-natal). 
Furthermore, studies done by the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administra­
tion, the National Cancer Institute, 
and the USSR Academy of Medical 
Sciences have all demonstrated 
that 2,4-D is carcinogenic in rats 
and mice.
The Northwest Coalition for 
Alternatives to Pesticides feels 
strongly that the esthetic advan­
tages to be gained by routine use 
of 2,4-D in turf management are far 
outweighed by the potential health 
risks—particularly on school 
grounds where children and 
young people play, lounge, and 
have been known to sometimes 
pluck and chew on stalks of grass.
Another consideration is that 
once a chemical is introduced into 
the environment, there is no 
guarantee that it—and its 
breakdown products—will remain 
stationary and not be carried by 
wind, water or other physical 
agents to distant areas. Also, 
children and students do not 
always restrict their activities to 
designated spaces. For these 
reasons, the only way to ensure 
that a potentially harmful sub­
stance will not pose a health risk to 
anyone alive or yet unborn is to 
eliminate its use altogether.
NCAP urges you to carry your 
decision to its logical conclusion, 
and ban 2,4-D from the campus of 
the University of Montana.
While we sympathize with the 
problems this might create for the 
Physical Plant Department in dis­
posing of current stockpiles (the 
recommended method of disposal 
of phenoxy herbicides is incinera- 
tion at extremely high 
temperatures under carefully con­
trolled conditions—a costly and 
inconvenient procedure), we feel 
that this is another indication of 
the inherently dangerous nature of 
these chemicals, and one more 
compelling reason for not using 
them in the first place.
Sincerely,
Nina Groutage





Editor: Qn Friday of last week I was 
dismayed to find a parking ticket 
flapping haughtily under my 
windshield wiper at the field house 
parking lot. Having current license 
plates and a current campus 
parking decal I couldn't imagine 
what could be so flagrantly wrongl 
The ticket said “improper park.” 
Not realizing the etiquette required 
to park a vehicle at UM, I asked the 
traffic people what was meant by 
"improper park.” “Oh yes, you 
backed into a parking spot rather 
than pulling your front in first,” I 
was told. I paid the $3 fine (after all 
I wouldn’t get my grades if I didn’t 
pay the piper.)
My opinion of this incident is not 
one of having done criminally 
wrong but rather of being flat-out 
ripped off!! Would someone who 
knows tell me if there is any 
rationale behind this archaic rule 
other than revenue? After all I see 
buses from Montana high schools 
(carrying presumed future UM 
students) parked lengthwise in 
that same parking lot! Are they 
ever cited for that? Also, how can 
you fine people west of the field 
house fbrthis when east of the field 
house (traffic security) people are 
supposed to back into the parking 
spots?
Now some of you may say that’s 
what the guy gets for commuting 
by dinosaur to school while you 
ride your bike or jog to school. 
True, I paid the fine! But maybe 
that campus cop might better 
serve you and I if he concentrated 
on thefts (bicycle or other) as well 
as the reportedly growing number 
of assaults on or near campus, 
rather than be a glorified meter 
maid.
But then again, maybe I’ll try 
riding a horse to school, parking 
him next to a campus squad car, 
and letting him dump some steam­
ing bum fodder on the car just to 
reach those of you who make the 
decisions regarding traffic 
regulations at this liberal universi­
ty-
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World news-------------- —— ------------ -»
THE WORLD
• Britain and Argentina 
failed to agree on a cease­
fire in the Falkland Islands 
conflict and accused each 
other yesterday of using 
peace proposals to 
camouflage aggression. 
British Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher said Bri­
tain will “continue with our 
military activities.” Britain’s 
naval task force lost two 
more Sea Harrier fighter jets, 
but the cause could have 
been bad weather, Defense 
Ministry spokesman Ian Mc­
Donald said. The Sea 
Harriers disappeared from 
radar screens yesterday 
morning. There have been 




Business Advisory Council. 9 a.m., University 
Center Montana Rooms
Inter Fraternity Council, 7 p.m., UC Montana 
Rooms
Luncheon
UM Senior Law School, noon, UC Montana 
Rooms
Banquet
Business Scholarship Banquet, 7 p.m., UC Gold 
Oak Room
Dinner
Missoula Church of Christ Teacher Appreciation,
7 p.m., UC Montana Rooms
Slide Show
**1981 American Medical Everest Expedition," Dr. 
Robert Shone, 8 p.m., UC Lounge, free 
Coffeehouse
Jazz, Tim Mayer, Dartanyan Brown, Marsha Miget 
and Steve Bruno, 8 p.m., UC Copper Commons, free 
Exams
Certified Public Accountants, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., UC 
Ballroom
Information Table
Peace Corps, 9 a.m., UC Mall
SATURDAY
Brunch
Delta Kappa Gamma, 10:15 a.m.. UC Montana 
Rooms
Film
To Kill a Mockingbird, 8 p.m., UC Ballroom, 
students $.50
International Show
International Students* Cultural Show, 8 p.m., 
University Theater, free
Women are repeatedly accused 
of taking things personally. I 
cannot see any other honest way 
of taking them.
—Marya Mannes
It is better to have old 
secondhand diamonds than none 
at all.
—Mark Twain
area from either side since 
Tuesday. Two different 
peace proposals were under 
consideration, one spon­
sored by United Nations 
Secretary-General Javier 
Perez de Cuellar and the 
other by Peruvian President 
Fernando Belaunde Terry.
THE NATION
• A group of Midwestern 
and Northeastern con­
gressmen proposed legisla­
tion yesterday to cap energy 
resource taxes in Western 
states and impose a new oil 
tax to help reduce the federal 
deficit and encourage 
economic development. The 
lawmakers said the proposal 
Picnic




“Sunbaythers," drawings and ceramics, Sara 
Craige, 7 p.m., UC Lounge, free 
Coffeehouse
Patrick Todd, poet, 8 p.m., Circle Square Com­
munity Center, Alder and Higgins, refreshments, 
donations
Vigil
Second Annual Mother’s Day Vigil for Survival, 
noon. Capital Rotunda, Helena, rides leave 
fieldhouse parking lot 9:30 a.m.
MONDAY
Show
Office Products Show, 8:30 a.m., UC Montana
Rooms
Slide Show
"Timeless Journey," Bill Kierling, Five Valleys 
Audubon Society, 7:30 p.m., First Western Federal 
Savings Bank, Brooks
was the first comprehensive 
approach to restructure state 
and federal energy taxation 
to reflect the dramatic 
change in energy prices over 
the past decade.
• President Ronald 
Reagan, his original budget 
plan in shreds, challenged 
Democrats yesterday to 
back an alternative shaped 
by Senate Republicans 
which calls for $95 billion in 
new taxes and $40 billion in 
Social Security cuts over 
three years. Reagan, at a 
White House session with 
reporters, insisted that the 
new plan will “continue to 
protect” the basic benefits of 
Social Security recipients 
despite unspecified slashes 
in the Senate plan.
MONTANA
• An analysis of cost and 
sentencing patterns appears 
to give Glasgow an edge over 
Deer Lodge in deciding 
which community should be 
the site of a second state 
prison. In terms of construc­
tion and long-term opera­
tion, use of the old territorial 
prison in downtown Deer 
Lodge would be far more 
costly than use of facilities at 
the former Air Force base at 
Glasgow, now Valley In­
dustrial Park, according to 
data furnished by the 
Department of Institutions 
and the state architect.
CHINA STUDY TOUR
East, Central China, 
Yangtze River Cruise
Aug. 26-Sept. 11
From Seattle, total cost $2475
Contact Dr. Wang in Foreign Languages 
for More Information
Sponsored by UM Asian Association
©Campus Clean Up 
Report at noon at the 
Grizzly Bear
©Library Run 1:30-3:30 PM
Register by May 11 
at the Library 





Jazz, Bluegrass, Guitar and Rock 
Music
©Drama Skits 3:30 PM
©“The Outlaws ” 5:00 PM 
©Barbeque Dinner 4:30-6:00 PM





Applications for the following salaried 
COORDINATOR POSITIONS 
Are Available in Room 104, University Center
• POP CONCERTS • LECTURES
• PERFORMING ARTS • FILMS
• ADVERTISING • COFFEEHOUSES
Deadline to Apply is FRIDAY, MAY 14th 
at 5:00 P.M.
uuQSQDinilulIlDQ
Montana Kaimin • Friday, May 7, 1982—3
12-az. cans. 12 Pack
SUPERAMERICX'
111 Orange 
OPEN 24 HRS. 
* 1701 Brooks 
OPEN 6—12 
Sun.-Thurs.-
Fri. & Sat. 
Open 'til 2 AM
OLD MILWAUKEE 
BEER & OLD CASO
MILWAUKEE LIGHT * < w
19-07 cam 19 Park nach
HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT 
A NEW HAIRSTYLE 
FOR SPRING?
Come in and 
let us 
help you!








LOST: Brownish green sweater in Forestry 106 on 
Monday Call 728-0430  100-4
LOST: My house. I’m out. My two 7-mo.-old cats 
needs a new home. Adopt Ml-Ml and Einstine.
Call 549-6709____________________ 1QQ-4
LOST: PAIR of brown glasses in a dark blue flowered 
case. If found, please call Sue — 728-5778. Lost in 
Underground Lecture Hall. 99-4
FOUND. NECKLACE — UM Oval. Saturday night.
Call 243-2476 before 8 a m. to identify. 99-4
FOUND: ID — Gayle Ann Johnson. Claim in LA 101.
99-4
FOUND: GLOVES, in front of Bus. Ad. Building, in 
gutter. 549-7716. 99-4
LOST: ONE red Eclipse rear bike panier w/red 
reflector tape — somewhere near Jacob's 
Island/Footbrldge. Tony. 543-4515. 98-4
LOST: SOFTBALL mitt. 2-tone leather, woven 
pocket with O’Neil punched on the finger. If found, 
please call 549-5020 or243-4481 and ask for Laura 
Barr. May also be turned into Drama office in Fine 
Arts office.  98-4
LOST: SILVER Timex, digital chrono watch, on 3rd 
floor Science Complex. Reward offered; if found 
call Mark at 243-4260,  97-4
FOUND: ONE pair of prescription, gold. Rayban, 
wire rim glasses in front of Dragon Fly Hut 
Boutique. Call 542-2717. 97-4
personals
HEY SPORTS fans’ MONTANA KAIMIN classified 
ads are 50C per line, 5 words per line, 45C per line 
for each additional day, and remember, lost and 
found, and transportation ads are free. Montana 
Kaimin Business Office, Journalism 206A, 243- 
6541. 60-50
BOWL TO WIN.100-1
MOTORCYCLES are the fastest way to the SPRING
SPECTACULAR.______________________ 100-1
FUN IS STILL LEGALII! SPRING SPECTACULAR.
_________________ 100-1
WHO ARE THE LEGENDS OF BOWLING? 100-1
MARION, father of rotting vegetables. Speaking of 
vegetables ... 100-1
“SPECTACULAR? Hal” — Marion B. Skaggs. 100-1
NO MORE EXCUSES FOR BOWLERS. 100-1
A MUST — Roxanne will turn on her red light for
Marion B. 100-1
GASAHOL OFFERS better results at the same cost 
_______________________________________100-3 
OUT IN MONTANA — A lesbian and gay male 
organization offers various services including: 
Women s Night Monday, and Gay Males Together 
on Tuesday For more info. Call 728-6589 between 
3 pm-10 pm. Also in service are 2 hotlines: 542- 
2684 for women and 728-8758 for men. 100-1
NO MODIFICTION needed to run g—hoL 100-3
IS CHARLIE A RUNNER? 100-1
I’D PLACE BUCKS on Bob if I were you. 100-1
DID YOU KNOW Carol is a runner? Neither did she 
_______________________________________100-1 
MAGGOTFEST RUGBY SALE Sunday. Sentinel
High. U of M Rugby at the Maggotfest. Sat. and 
Sun. (bring your own cheese), Sentinel High.
_ _____________________________ 100-1
SANDLOT CHOOSE-UP: Softball, every Sunday. 
10:30, Clover Bowl. All ages, sexes, abilities. Non­
competitive. 99-2
CALL “COMPU-MAN”
For help in COBOL. For appointment call 71-4520 
after 6 p.m. $5/hr. 99-2
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to work at the ORC Bike 
Sale. May 11, at least 2 hrs. btwn. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sign up at ORC, UC 164, 243-5072. 99-2
SUGAR BEAR/Cheerleading Tryouts. Open for 
males and females. First meeting — May 10th, 7:00 
p.m., 11th Floor, Jesse Hall. 98-3
GET YOUR SPRING SPECTACULAR T-Shirt 
Today! $7.50 includes T-Shirt & Ticket. May 8, 
Lolo Hot Springs, Noon ’til? T-Shirts available at 
the Stadium Bar and the display table in the U.C.
Mall. 97-4
P.T. CLUB: Last meeting of the year! Elections with a 
wild party afterwards. Wed., 7:00 p.m., P.T. 
Complex. 97-4
100’s OF Kegs, 1000's of People. SPRING
SPECTACULAR 97-4
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private completely 
confidential listening, come to the Student Walk- 
In, southeast entrance. Student Health Service 
Building. Weekdays 8 am to 5 pm. Also open every 
night, 7-11 pm. as staffing is available. 88-28
GASAHOL improves mileage and performance in 
most cases. 100-3
help wanted
ASUM PROGRAMMING Coordinator positions are 
now open Applications available tn Room 104 UC.
Deadline to apply 5 p.m. on Friday, May 14 100-4
DEADLINE TO APPLY for 1982-83 ASUM Program­
ming Coordinator positions ts Friday. May 
14.5 p.m Applications available in Room 104 UC
________ 100-3
FULL-TIME/PART-TIME position. Eli's Records A
Tapes. 3629 Brooks 99-2
EARN UP to $500 or more each year beginning 
September for 1-3 years Set your own hours 
Monthly payment for placing posters on campus 
Bonus based on results Prizes awarded as well 
800-526-0883. 97-4
work wanted
FUN AND EXCITEMENT as a salaried ASUM 
Programming Coordinator. Applications now 
available Room 104 UC. 100-4
services
CALL "COMPU-MAN"
For help in BASIC. For appointment call 721-4520
after 6 p.m. S5/hr. 99-2
typing
TYPING/EDITING. 728-2715. eves. & weekends. 
________________________________________99-2 
WHY TYPE when you can go to the Spring
Spectacular? 99-2
NEED YOUR thesis typed expertly? Taking 
reservations. Berta, 251-4125. after 5 p.m. Campus 
pick/up, delivery. 98-5
COMPUTERIZED TYPESETTING and Spelling. 
Check Theses, manuscripts, reports, books, 
pamphlets. Student rates. Quality work. Bitterroot 
Publishing Co. Call collect 1-961-3017. 98-2
IBM. EDITING, fast, convenient 543-7010. 97-16
LEGAL SECRETARIES will do your typing.
Reasonable prices. Notary. Cindy or Mary, M-F.9- 
5. 721-28 1; evenings/weekends, 251-3634, 543- 
6514.97-8
TYPING SERVICES — 251-3079.90-26
THESIS TYPING service. 549-7958.79-37
PROFESSIONAL IBM TYPING. Lynn. 549-8074.
Thesis spec ia list/editor 82-33
EDIT-TYPIT student rates—typing, editing, word 
processing, papers, theses, dissertations— 
scientific, technical, legal, resumes, letters, apps 




130 W. PINE 
presents
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
MAY 7 & 8 





* Free hot and cold hors d’oeuvres
* Free chips and sauce
Next To Paradise 
it’s . . .
Enjoy Swimming 
Year Around
—Natural Mineral Hot Springs—
• Outdoor Hot Pool
Indoor & Outdoor Soak Tubs
Private Jacuzzi's 
Supper Club & Bar 
R.V. Hookups 
Cabins
Showers — Laundry 
Groceries — Gas 
Live Music
only an hour’s drive 
from Missoula thru 
Fantastic Scenery 








"The Animal House" 











At Pedfather’$ Pizza. v< u and y< in
date can have a hiu time icr small
(hanue. Incredible mzza anil identv
< I vi.in favcnte beveratH
BRING A TENT OR SLEEPING BAG
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SHAMROCK PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, word 
processor for all error-free typing needs, also 
weekends and evenings by appointment. 251- 
382S, 251-3904. 82-33 
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958. 82-33
transportation__________________
RIDERS NEEDED to Washington. D.C. or anywhere 
along the way, leaving June 5. Call Barbara, 243- 
2291, afternoons. 100-4
RIDE NEEDED to Jackson, Wyo. Leaving May 28 or 
29. Call Sandi, 721-3811.______________ 100-4
RIDE NEEDED to Pennsylvania or east coast. Will 
share gas and driving. Please contact me as soon 
as possible as I will be off campus from May 10th 
through June 9th. Call 721-6195, ask for Jeanne. I 
can leave anytime after the 9th. 99-2
RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman, leaving 5/7 and 
returning 5/9. Will share expenses. Please call 
Marie at 243-2728. Keep trying. 99-2
RIDE NEEDED to Great Falls or Havre on Thursday, 
5/6 or Friday, 5/7. Will share costs. Call 243-2588.
99-2
RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman, 1 or 2 passengers. 
Leave 5/7, return 5/9. Will share expenses. Call 
243-4035. 97-4
RIDE NEEDED to Columbia Falls or thereabouts. 
Thursday, May 6th after 12 p.m., return Sunday 
p.m. One way or both. Share gas and driving. 728- 
8297. 97-3
RIDE NEEDED to and from Polson on Friday or even 
Saturday. Call 243-4298. Will share gas. 97-4
RIDE NEEDED to Billings the weekend of May 15th 
& 16th. Leave Thursday or Friday, return Sunday. 
Will share gas. Call 4545. 97-4
RIDERS NEEDED to Billings, Fri. afternoon. Call 
Jim at 728-7642. 97-4
clothing
WEAR THE best: Ralph Lauren, Gucci, Calvin Klein 
and Spring Spectacular T-shirts. 99-2
for sale________________________
ONE-WAY PLANE ticket, New York City to 
Missoula. Good through July, $150. Call Sue, 728- 
5778. 100-1
SURPLUS JEEPS $65, cars $89, truck $100. Similar 
bargains available. Call for your directory on how
to purchase: 602-998-0575, ext. 0858. Call 
refundable. 100-1
WILD TIMES and Wild People. Spring Spectacular 
________________________________________ 99-2 
ULTIMATE OUTDOOR work boot — Grizzly Boot
Co. “Loggers", size 8% — NEVER WORN. 549-
9522. 99-3
75 RABBIT, good shape. 721-6730.99-3
CAN'T GO on TOSRV West this year. Have one 
ticket, $15.00.542-0767, evenings. 98-2
AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD, red, male, one year, 
papers, shots, $50. 329-3487. 98-2
FOR SALE: 1976 Yamaha 250 Enduro. Good 
condition. $500. Leave message at 728-6345.
________________________________________97-4
197012 x 65 mobile home, 3 bdrm., 1 % bath, 2 sheds, 
furnished. $6300. 728-6561. 95-8
bicycles
IT’S ONLY 25 miles, so ride your bike to the Spring 
Spectacular. 99-2 
ORC BIKE Fair/Swap Sale — Bring in equipment 
(any gear, especially used bikes), 10-4. Sale 5:30-8 
p.m. Info, on bicycling available 11-4 p.m. 99-3
for rent
3-BDRM. HOUSE, available for summer. Sublet 
entire house or individual bedrooms, 3 blks. from 
campus. 721’7087. 100-1
SUMMER ROOMS for rent, one block from campus, 
728-9614. 100-5
NEW 2-bdrm. apartment, $210/mo. We pay garbage 
and water, near downtown, 728-1551 or 728-5520.
_______________________________________ 100-5
FOR RENT: 3 bdrm, house across from campus, 
completely furnished. 1350/mo., utilities includ­
ed June 13-Sept. 15. 1327 Arthur. 728-2537/ 
549-5821.99-5
HOUSE FOR summer quarter. 5 bdrms., sauna, nice 
fenced yard. Rent negotiable. Call 728-1774 or 
543-8933 99-4
INEXPENSIVE ROOMS — Central location. 
Efficiencies. $70-$130/mo., util, included.
Montagne Apts., 107 So. 3rd W., Mgr. #36.10 a.m.-
1 p.m. weekdays.93-23
roommates needed_____________
SHARE 2-BDRM. house on north side. $100/month
plus share of power, long-distance calls. Have 
house to yourself In summer. Call Pat, 542-0013. 
________________________________________ 98-3 
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share nice 2-bdrm., 2-bath
apt. Free w/d, & dry sauna. Non-smoker. 
$142.50/mo. plus ’4 util. Opens June. Call Jerry, 
543-5498. 93-20
instruction_____________________
THE JEM SHOPPE. Gem faceting classes. 728-4077.
105 S. Higgins. 70-46
DANCE CLASSES—Elenita Brown—Missoula. 
Wednesdays and Saturdays, 114 W. Pine. All ages. 
Ballet, Character, Modern, Jazz, Primitive and 
Spanish (classical and Flamenco), Dancercise. 
Also pre-dance for small children (1) 777-5956;
721-1386; 549-4270. 79-36
scholarships
SCHOLARSHIPS: TUITION, Books, Fees, $100 per 
month. 243-2769-4191._______________ 90-26
SCHOLARSHIPS tuition, books, fees, $100/month. 
243-4191, 243-2769. 82-33
to give away___________________




For help in FORTRAN. For appointment call 721- 
4520 after 6 p.m. $5/hr.99-2
massage therapy_____________ _
FROM RANDALL BRUINS. Treating headaches, 
muscular and joint pain, chronic tension, etc. 549- 
8028 for info, or appt. Tues-Fri, 9:00-3:00 100-1
miscellaneous
THE LAST of the legendary Keggars, the SPRING
SPECTACULAR. 99-2
PLAY PLAY Play Play Play
SPRING SPECTACULAR 99-2
FUN FUN Fun Fun Fun
SPRING SPECTACULAR 99-2
BEER BEER Beer Beer Beer
SPRING SPECTACULAR 99-2
| HANSEN’S |
| Missoula’s Ice Cream Store
Mother’s Day
I Special
Free Old-fashioned SundaeI to each Mother accompanied 1I by her child.
seed only on Mother’s Day
$ 519 S. nia&ins Open Daily S»1C p.m..Sun. 12-10p.m.
Spring Things 
Down The River — Ed Abbey 
Groundrush — Greg Barron 
Fly Tying — Jim McKim 
Danse Macabre — Stephen King 
America in Search of itself — Teddy White 












DESIRE ENROLLMENT IN —
REJECTED BY U.S. SCHOOLS? '
You can attend a Philippine 
school recognized by the 
American Veterinary Medical 
Association or listed with the 
World Health Organization. 
Students are eligible to take 
the ECFVG or ECFMG exam. 
All programs are taught in 
English.




Route 2, Box 388
Delano, California 93215
Telephone 805/725-5536
Please indicate which program — 

















(Reg. $4.25) ’ 5







For Registering to VOTE 
in the ....
June 8 Primary Election
YOU can register to vote 
for any Montana County, 
complete change of name/address 




MONDAY-FRIDAY 9 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
PLU 952
4 digit FRAME MOUNT 
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Sports-----------------------------------------------
Betterside scrummers prove there is no weaker sex in rugby
By Karen McGrath
Kalmin Managing Editor
There is no such thing as the 
weaker sex — at least not in the 
world of women's rugby.
If you’re a woman and you play 
rugby, you probably:
• have always wanted to put on 
the pads and play football, but 
never had the opportunity.
• like to party.
• are more concerned with 
having fun at a sport than at being 
competitive.
And so it goes with the Universi­
ty of Montana's Betterside 
Women's Rugby Club.
“I would have played football, 
but I wouldn’t play anything under 
the auspices of powder puff,” said 
Betterside team member Wendy 
DeGeorgio.
Rugby, obviously, is a non- 
traditional sport for women. The 
UM club, according to team cap­
tain Barb Beck, began in 1975. 
Since then, she said, the team has 
had trouble staying together until 
recently, when funding from 
ASUM improved. The UM club 
now has about 25 members.
The club this year has played in a 
tournament in Moscow, Idaho and 
put on a demonstration game in 
Kalispell.
This weekend, however, the 
women will have a chance to show
what they’re really made of.
The 6th Annual Missoula 
Maggot Fest will be held tomorrow 
and Sunday behind Sentinel High 
School.
Betterside will pair up against 
the Seattle Seabirds at 10:30 
Saturday morning. Teams from 
Calgary, Kalispell and Billings will 
also compete.
Logan Sayler, an injured 
member of the Maggots, has stuck 
with the game by coaching Better­
side since January.
“The men are bigger and faster,” 
Sayler said, "and they hit harder. 
But I’ve seen ladies just smack 
people.”
Betterside is the only organized 
women's team in Montana, Sayler 
said. “It’s difficult to get full teams 
and games. We have a lot of pick 
up games. We put people in just to 
learn how to play.”
DeGeorgio said, “We're not here 
to prove we’re macho tooth-and- 
nail on the field. After (the game), 
we're all friends."
Anna Holzhauer, a prop for 
Betterside, said the vicious 
stereotype that women’s rugby has 
is just that — a stereotype.
“The guys are definitely rou­
gher,” she said.
“Women have more of a spirit of 
the game,” said back Peggy Fox. 
“The men are rougher. We're more 
true to the sport.”
And what about the partying 
aspect of rugby?
“It’s one of the primary parts of 
rugby,” DeGeorgio said.
But perhaps the camaraderie is 
the most important of all aspects of 
women’s rugby.
“After we play a hard game, 
everybody’s friends," Fox said. 
“We don’t go for 'We hate you, 
MSU.’ The best thing about rugby 
is that there is no alienation and 
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$7.50 — includes T-shirt and Ticket
ON SALE in Library Park and the 
Stadium — TODAY
You must be 19 years old.
r oreraH,
MOTHER’S DAY SPECIAL
SUNDAY, MAY 9 — 12-3:30 PM
featuring:
1. FRIED SHRIMP
2. SWEET & SOUR PORK
3. STIR FRIED VEGETABLES
4. EGG FRIED RICE
5. EGG FLOWER SOUP





7. SWEET RICE PUDDING 495 Gen.
ALL YOU CAN EAT! 4°° Moms
* HAPPY HOURS 4:30-9:30 for ALL MOTHERS™ 
Buy Anything in the Menu — Receive
FREE BBQ SPARERIBS
ARION ROCKS TONIGHT!
2102 Brooks Street — 721-2909
ROCK L.A.M.F. PARTY SUNDAY
Downtown beneath the Acapulco
vv EE l \ E N ID®
RYANVIikAL
SLEEPER CLUB 
LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT. 12:00 
MATINEE SUNDAY 4:45
ADMISSION 
ADULTS $3.00 OR $2.50 
WITH CARD, CHILD $1.50
ENDS SOON 
SHOW TIMES 7:00 & 9:00
k"ONE OF 










20th CENTURY- |T> I
FOX FILMS l±Za
PG O
WORLD FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
LATE SHOWS ONLY 
11:30 P.M. ONLY • $3.50
Winner of 10 Erotic 
Adult Film Awards 
Including 





Rating Strictly Enforced • 
ID Required
WILMA Theatres
131 S. Higgins • 543-7341
FRI.-SAT. MIDNIGHT!





DAVV 714 S. Higgins 
FlLzAT* S43-7341
FRI. & SAT. ONLY!
STARRING





IR| R&R FILMS 
in color RELEASE
m 1101 A S.iy, Sc.ry Thrtll.rt rLUO! “NURSE SHERRI"
0.l.«Hwy. 10 W.
GO WEST! »«*•*-»Of Airport











1982 Filmwiys PcUires .lAfoA* Rights Reserved
Mien murder and rape 
■ ^invade your home, 
and the cops caul stop it.
This man will. His way.
To Kill a Mockingbird
UCB
AN ASUM PROGRAMMING PRESENTATION
The tale of southern lawyer's attempt to minimize the traits of 
hatred and prejudice in the growing minds of his two young 
children, deals faithfully with the problems of prejudgment 
and its effects on a community. Winner of three Academy 
Awards including one for Best Actor for Gregory Peck. Also 
starring Brock Peters and Mary Badham.




FRIDAY, MAY 14 SUNDAY, MAY 16 
THURSDAY, MAY 20 SATURDAY, MAY 22 
Nightly at 8:30 — $5.00
Matinees Saturdays and Sunday 2:00 P.M. — $3.50
CALL 728-1911
cocktails available at evening performances 
A community theatre production sponsored by the 
Missoula Children’s Theatre 
This ad courtesy of ASUM Programming
WILMA II 
“IF YOU COULD SEE 
WHAT I HEAR” 
7:15 P.M. & 9:00 P.M. 
FRI.-SAT. LATE SHOWS 
AT 11:30 P.M. 
“TALK DIRTY TO ME” 
X-Ratlng Strictly Enforced
WILMA III
Jack Lemmon & Sissy Spacek 
In “MISSING” 
7:00 P.M. A 9:20 P.M.
ROXY 
CHARLES BRONSON In 
“DEATH WISH II” 








IF ONLY IT COULD HAVE 
BEEN FOREVER.
A him Produced witti the Participation 
______ ot filmcoqi Entertainment Fnunces Ik
An 0. Films Production
PARADISE






















at 7:30-9:25 • Other Eves. 8:00
B0 JONSSOK presents a OuSAK MAKAVEJEV film MOrENEGRO
SUSAN ANSPACH ERLAND JOSEPHSON PEROSCARSSON
—MONTANA PREMIERE— 
—FILMED IN ENGLISH 515 SOuTiS? SH0WS AT 7:00 & 9:15 PM
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International...
Cont. from p. 1
explain the different cultures, to 
involve the community with the 
students and to participate in 
conferences with other university 
groups of international students.
Nwosu said 11 UM foreign 
students recently went to a con­
ference in South Dakota that was 
sponsored by the UM Baptist 
Student Union.
The two-day conference invited 
foreign students from Montana, 
South Dakota and Wyoming to 
participate in discussions, share 
experiences and compete in spor­
ting events. Two UM students won 
trophies in the conference ping- 
pong tournament: Santiwattana 
Pravit from Thailand won first 
place in men’s competition and
Mona Boring, freshman in general 
studies from Denmark, won se­
cond in women’s competition.
Nwosu said UM students also try 
to recruit other foreign students to 
UM.
"We tell them the positive things 
about Montana because they 
usually only know about the 
snow,” he said. “The university 
provides a good study environ­
ment for those students who come 
from small countries.”
Effie Koehn, UM foreign 
students adviser, works as a liaison 
between the students and the 
community by finding host 
families for the students and 
assisting groups that want to have 
presentations or information from 
the students.
Dandelion...
Cont. from p. 1
history and political science, said 
24 groups have signed up for 
cleanup and planting.
While the work continues, John 
Tisdell, Finley Creek, Cam New­
ton, Paradise Valley, Slipknot and 
the Jazz Workshop will provide 
musical entertainment on a stage 
near Main Hall from noon to 6 p.m.
Also on stage will be members of 
the drama department performing 
skits at 3:30 p.m. and later at the 
same place, a wild west troupe 
called the “Outlaws” will perform 
public shootouts, kidnappings, 
robberies, hangings and rustlings. 
Anyone who gets kidnapped by 
the Outlaws gets thrown in jail. Bail 
is $1 and will be donated to the new 
fine arts building.
An art fair and carnival booths 
are planned for the park between 
the UC and the library and an 
outdoor barbeque is scheduled 
from 4:30 to 6:00 p.m. on the Oval. 
The barbeque is free to students
Spectacular..
Cont, from p. 1
Top-notch entertainment plus 
1,001 kegs of beer were the main 
features of the Aber Day Kegger. 
Some of the groups and in­
dividuals that performed were: 
Jimmy Buffet, Jerry Jeff Walker, 
Bonnie Raitt, Mission Mountain 
Wood Band, Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, 
Elvin Bishop and Heart.
In the past, the Spring Spec­
tacular was illegal but this year, 
SRA obtained a health permit from 
Missoula County. Two Missoula
Campus...__
Cont. from p. 1
Physical Therapy Association, 
CutBank, International Film 
Festival, Forestry Association, 
Women's Soccer, UM Rifle Club, 
Missoula Hang-Gliding Associa­
tion, Missoula Betterside Women's 
Rugby, UM Rugby Club, UM 
Handball, Alpine Ski Team, Nordic 
Ski Club, UM Baseball Club, 
Recreation Club, UM Soccer Club, 
and the UM Rodeo Club.
McRae-Zook said Central Board 
may consider a plan in which 
groups would raise their own 
money and, for a limited amount, 
ASUM would match that with 
money taken from the ASUM 
special allocations fund.
McRae-Zook said the plan has 
not yet been formally discussed by 
CB.
The 20 groups have requested 
S39,297.59, which is 9 percent 
of the amount of money available 
to all the groups.
with meal passes, but will cost 
others $3.75. In case of rain, the 
carnival and art fair will be moved 
to the UC Mall and the barbeque 
will be moved to the Lodge.
The Mansfield Benefit Library 
run will also be held on Wednes­
day. Two-mile and 6.2-mile runs 
are scheduled and a $25 gift 
certificate will be given to the 
winning male and female winners 
of each race.
The races start at 1:30 p.m. at the 
intersection of University and 
Arthur avenues. Tuesday is the last 
day to register and there is a $3 
entry fee.
The Aber Day Committee had a 
$2,000 budget this year, of which 
ASUM and the UM administration 
each donated half. Barclay said 
about $1,300 of the fund has been 
spent so far.
Because of the Aber Day partial 
holiday Wednesday afternoon, the 
Montana Kaimin will hot be 
published the next day.
County Sheriff Department 
deputies, one with a German 
Shepherd dog for crowd control, 
will patrol the campground along 
with security guards from Lolo Hot 
Springs.
Coolidge said about 1,500 peo­
ple attended last year’s Spring 
Spectacular, held at Sapphire 
Mountain near Florence. He hopes 
the kegger will remain about the 
same size in the future and con­
tinue to be exclusively for UM 
students.
Five groups — ASUM Program­
ming, Montana Kaimin, ASUM 
Administration, ASUM Legal Ser­
vices, ASUM Accountant — have 
requested $324,832.06: 77 percent 
of what is available.
Used bike sale 
to be held Tuesday
The University of Montana Out­
door Recreation Center will hold a 
used bike sale and fair Tuesday in 
the University Center.
The fair will be from 11 a.m. to 4 
p.m., and will include informal 
demonstration workshops on 
bicycle maintenance.
The sale will be from 5:30 to 8 
p.m.
Students wishing to sell used 
bicycles should bring them to the 
ORC in the UC between 10 a.m. 
and 4 p.m. Tuesday.
For further information call 243- 
5072.
“Host families provide an impor­
tant part of the overall education of 
the foreign student,” she said, "by 
helping them to get adjusted and 
letting them find out more about 
how a family in America lives.”
Host families invite students to 
participate in family activities 
several times during each quarter, 
but students do not live with the 
families, she said.
In order to increase their 
knowledge of the environment, the 
students travel to parks and cities 
in the Northwest, Nwosu said. This 
year ASUM provided the organiza­
tion with a $1,500 budget, which is 
used to subsidize travel expenses, 
he said.
The entire group of students 
only meets about three times each 
quarter, but a work committee 
meets often to plan activities and 
to handle urgent business, Nwosu 
said.
Students from Canada, Europe, 
the Middle East, Africa, Japan and 
Southeast Asia constitute a large 
portion of the group.
‘Unu are corbiallg inuiteb 
to use beautiful silk flofuers, 
ntabe by you, for your fvcbbing 
anb reception.
Silk flobiers brill grace your 
fuebbing bay toith beauty anb elegance 
anb tljey foill stay lovely foreVer.
^ine ^Mountain drafts
“^Belpnir ^Blace”
1701 J^earborn JKbenue 
^Ktasnula, Montana 728-0916
©pen 10-6 3H-JF 10-5:30 SPat.
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Office Production Show 10 May 8:30 am MTR
ASUM Budgeting—Formal Lobbying H. 13, 17, 6 pm MTR
SRS Clerical Workshop
18 May
12 May 9 am MTR
Aber Day Activities 12 May noon Oval
Central Board Meeting 12, 19 May 6 pm MTR
Wilderness Studies: Slide Show 
on Rocky Mtn. Front 13 May 7 pm Lounge
Honorary Dinner for 
Dr. E. J. Drouillard 13 May 6:30 pm GO Room
Mansfield Lecture: Gordon Craig 13 May 8 PM’ Ballroom
Forestry Symposium 14 May 9 am Ballroom &
Mansfield Luncheon 14 May noon
MTR 
MTR
Square Dance Festival 14,15 May 6 pm Ballroom
Forestry Alumni Reception 14 May 6 pm MTR
Dinner 14 May 7 pm GO Room
AAUW Luncheon 15 May 12:30 pn1 GO Room
Phi Delta Theta 
Alumni Banquet 15 May 6:30 pm GO Room j
Free Film: “Little Caesar” 16 May 8 pm Ballroom
Real Estate Pre-Licensure Course 17-21 May 8 pm MTR
Handicapped Student Forum 17-21 May noon Mall
Handicapped Awareness Week 18 May 11 am MaU
Coffeehouse: “Peter Alsop” 18 May noon Copper Comm.
Handicapped Student Union 18-20 May 8 am
Balcony 
MTR
New Age Thinking; Mt. Bell 18-20 May 8 am MTR
Your Image In Print, a 
Business Comm. Audit 19, 20 May 8 am MTR
WRC Brown Bag, “Mental 
Cultural Aspects; Defining 
Your Sexuality” 19 May noon MTR
Storeboard Luncheon 19 May Ballroom
Dean Stone Banquet 19 May 6 pm GO Room
HSU Coffeehouse 19 May 7:30 pm Lounge
Sigma XI Banquet 19 May 1 pm MTR
Wilderness Studies Expeditions 20 May 7 pm Lounge
HSU Relay Race 20 May noon Oval
Free film, “Mary, 
Queen of Scots” 20 May 8 pm Ballroom
Retired Faculty Luncheon 20 May noon Ballroom
Coffeehouse 21 May 8 pm C.C.
All Dorms Function 21 May 8 pm Ballroom
University Women’s Club 
Luncheon 22 May 1 pm GO Room
Knowles Hall Dorm Function 22 May 8 pm Ballroom















Bookstore Mon.-Fri. 8 am-5:30 pm
Sat. 11 am-4 pm
Recreation Center Mon.-Thurs. 9 am-11 pm
Fri. 9 am-midnight
Sat. noon-midnight
* Sun. noon-11 pm
Recreation Annex Mon.-Thurs. 8 am-10 pm
Fri. 8 am-8 pm
Sat. 11 am-8 pm
Sun. noon-8 pm
Men’s Gym Mon.-Fri. 6:30 am-6 pm
Grizzly Pool Public Swim
Mon., Wed., Fri., Sat. 7:30-9 pm 
Sat. & Sun. 2 pm-4 pm
Fitness Swim 
Mon.-Fri. 7-9 am, noon-1 pm,
5-6 pm
Mon., Wed., Fri. 9-10 pm
Sat. & Sun. 12:30 pm-2 pm
UC Gallery Mon.-Fri. 8 am-8 pm
Please call 243-4103 for additional information
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Fine arts
The J. Geils Band rolls on with staying power
By Sam Richards
Kaimin Contributing Reviewer
It’s Saturday night, April 10. It's 
raining lightly, and two friends and 
I are in line outside the Spokane 
Coliseum waiting to see the J. 
Geils Band in concert. Dinner at 
the Sizzler was pretty good, and 
we’re ready to be thoroughly 
entertained. Let the good times 
roll!
Review_______
J. Geils was supposed to be in 
Missoula in April, but backed out 
only five days after agreeing to 
come. Story had it band members 
wanted to be home for Easter. As it 
was, they couldn’t possibly get 
home before Easter night, but this 
was irrelevant.
The three of us went to Spokane 
to see a band with 13 years of 
history behind it, and which was 
just now hitting its popular stride. 
If not Missoula, Spokane would 
have to do.
As the line moved slowly toward 
the coliseum entrance, a hippie­
like figure standing not more than 
10 feet away from a cop was 
offering his wares to concert­
goers.
“Quaaludes! Quaaludes here!”
This guy was obviously at the 
wrong show. Chuck Mangione had 
left town more than a month ago.
The J. Geils Band was formed in 
Boston in 1969, when the acoustic 
J. Geils Blues Band—J. Geils on 
guitar, Daniel Klein on washtub 
bass, and Magic Dick on 
harmonica—plugged in its in­
struments and added drummer 
Stephen Jo Bladd and lead singer 
Peter Wolf from another Boston­
area band, the Hallucinations. The 
expanded group developed a rabid 
following around Beantown.
Wolf was already famous around 
Boston as a DJ on the Cambridge 
University radio station. Organ 
and piano player Seth Justman 
became the sixth member of the 
band soon before its debut album, 
The J. Geils Band, was recorded 
for Atlantic records in early 1970.
The band’s line-up has remained 
the same since then, making the J. 
Geils Band the longest-lived com­
mercial band in the United 
States—and perhaps the world— 
never to have a change in its 
membership.
That first album, and its follow­
up The Morning After, contained 
mostly driving rhythm-and-blues 
songs, both originals and cover 
versions of songs by blues and 
soul greats. Numbers like Smokey 
Robinson’s "First I Look at the 
Purse” and the Geils/Wolf-penned 
“Hard Drivin’ Man” from the first 
album, and “Lookin’ for a Love” 
and “Floyd’s Hotel” from the 
second, established the J. Geils 
Band as a musical dinosaur in an 
era of “Let It Be” and post- 
Wookstock flower-power. The 
band developed a large following 
anyway, and were being touted as 
"America's answer to the Rolling 
Stones.”
J. Geils found national success 
with the release of Full House, a 
live album of material from their 
first two discs. It contained 
definitive versions of “Whammer 
Jammer,” a number showcasing 
Magic Dick's screaming harp, and 
“Serves You Right to Suffer,” a 
nine-minute rework of the John 
Lee Hooker blues classic.
The next album, Bloodshot, 
released in 1973, brought the band 
two hits, “(Ain’t Nothin’ But) House 
Party,” and “Give It to Me." The 
latter tune, a reggae-ish shuffle, 
was the band’s first national hit, 
and would remain their biggest 
until 1980.
After that, the J. Geils Band ran 
into problems. Its next album, 
Ladies Invited, released later in 
1973, presented a softer, more 
pop-oriented approach, complete 
with cocktail piano and vibes. It 
didn’t wash with Geils’s hard- 
driving following, and didn’t attract 
a softer audience. The trouble was 
just starting.
Nightmares and Other Tales 
from the Vinyl Jungle returned the 
band to a harder style, and “Detroit 
Breakdown” and “Musta Got Lost” 
were hits. The rest of the album, 
however, was pretty ordinary. 
Hotline showed the band had 
become stagnant—aside from the 
Harvey Scales/Albert Vance 
bopper “Love-itis,” the material 
was the same old thing, and 
sounding pretty tired at that. The 
band was in a rut, and a subse­
quent double-live album, Blow 
Your Face Out, reflected it. The 
band always had a kinetic stage 
show (and still does), but it didn't 
come through on this record as it 
had on Full House.
Adding to the general downward 
skid were the band’s financial 
problems (a half-million-dollar 
debt in 1975) and Wolf’s personal 
problems. He had married actress 
Faye Dunaway in 1974, and by 
early 1976, the marriage was 
falling apart. This was Geils’s low 
point.
J. Geils’s contract for Atlantic 
called for one more album, and 
Wolf and co-writer Justman cook­
ed up a masterpiece. Monkey 
Island, released in 1977, was quite 
different from what had come 
before. It showed Wolf and Just­
man to be songwriters capable of 
many moods: passion ("Sur­
render,” a duet featuring Wolf and 
Cissy Houston), adventure (the 
nine-minute title track), soul (‘Tm 
Falling”), and hope and despera­
tion (“Wreckage”). The material 
showed more range, both lyrically 
and instrumentally, than ever 
before. The two cover songs, Louis 
Armstrong’s ‘Tm Not Rough,” a la
Cont. on p. 10
HIDE and SOLE
Custom Leathercraft and Footwear
Let your feet make a place for themselves.
Check Out Our Custom T-Shirts 
Over 30 Designs by Local Artists
236 N. Higgins Downtown 549-0666
ERICK HAWKINS
DANCE COMPANY
Tuesday, May 11, 1982 




Tickets and Information Available 
at UC Box Office, 243-4383




AT THE UNIVERSITY GOLF COURSE
Sat. May 15th
9 AM Starting Time
Deadline for Entry 
Wednesday, May 13th at noon 
Sign up at University Golf Course
Men’s & Women’s 
Divisions




Prizes awarded for 
1st, 2nd, & 3rd in Each Division
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Z %LACK ANGUS '
700 W. Broadway 728-2608
Join us for
Saturday Night 
Live and SCTV 
Special!
Happy Hour from 
11:30 — close 
While you watch 
great comedy!
Tonight and Tomorrow 
from Seattle
J ACARA
rock, rhythm & reggae
Happy Hour 
Mon. - Fri. 5 - 6:30
J. Geils ...
Cont. from p. 9
Magic Dick, and "I Do,” a horn- 
driven soul song, fit in perfectly. To 
me, Monkey Island was the high 
point of Geils's career. It also went 
largely unnoticed by the public.
The song “Wreckage” epitomiz­
ed the band's renewal—with its 
tentative acoustic beginning, lone­
ly harp solo, and flood of electric 
guitar at the end, it beckoned to the 
future.
The future, it turned out, lay at 
EMI America records, and in 1978, 
Sanctuary was released. Not as 
adventurous as Monkey Island, it 
was nevertheless a solid album. 
More raucous than its 
predecessor, Sanctuary 
highlighted J. Geils's guitar (“I 
Could Hurt You,” "Wild Man”) and 
Magic Dick’s harp ("Sanctuary,” 
"Jus’ Can’t Stop Me"), and includ­
ed Wolf and Justman's most plain­
tive ballad, "Teresa."
The second EMI album, Love 
Stinks, put Geils over the top 
commercially. Aside from a cover 
of the classic "Night Time” and the 
original “Till The Walls Come 
Tumblin’ Down,” a new sound was 
predominant—a lot more syn­
thesizer and a lot less piano and 
harp. The album contained the hit 
“Come Back,” a disco-oriented 
synthesizer song that eclipsed 
“Give It To Me" as the band's 
biggest hit ever.
Critics everywhere hailed 1981's 
Freeze Frame as an instant classic. 
Justman became the main man, 
producing, arranging, and writing 
or co-writing all songs on the 
album. His “Centerfold" was a 
number-one hit; Wolf/Justman's 
title song is moving up the charts 
right now. The sound is getting 
even further away from the 
traditional rhythm-and-blues 
base, using more electronics and 
eccentric beats. A classic, I don't 
know—original and rollicking, you 
bet.
After Johnny and the Distrac­
tions left the Coliseum stage after 
their opening set, it was a 25- 
minute wait for Geils to come on. 
They opened with “Jus' Can't Stop 
Me.”
“They should have closed with 
this one,” I thought.
Geils did 23 songs altogether, 
covering all albums except Ladies 
Invited. They trotted out several 
surprises—“Love-ltis,” “First I 
Look at the Purse,” “Hard Drivin' 
Man”—the old stuff. They only did 
four songs from Freeze Frame, to 
my delight, and Magic Dick 
squawked out a terrific “Whammer 
Jammer.” To an amateur harp 
player, it was two-and-one-half 
minutes that made a 200-mile drive 
and a $10 ticket totally worthwhile.
After their second encore (of 
five), the band members formed a 
human pyramid onstage. The 
crowd of about 12,000 mostly teen­
age souls went wild. Most of these 
kids just saw a famous band do a 
few songs they knew from the 
radio, plus some "old stuff.”
What everyone saw was a band 
that can please old fans and attract 
new ones, and do both with power 
and charisma. Sort of like the 
Rolling Stones ...
A pot of coffee at the Inter­
national House of Pancakes, a tank 
of gas, a quart of oil, and a 200-mile 
drive home at midnight, Spokane­
time. I hate long-distance night 
driving. Three hours of sleep. It 
was worth it.
International Students Cultural Show
Date: Saturday, May 8, 1982
Time: 8:00 P.M.
Place: University of Montana Theatre
Admission: FREE
Traditional Dances, Folk Music/Songs, Cultural Movie/Slides 
Presentation, Fashion Parade etc., Are Some of the Events to Be 




Bill Watrous, Recording Star 









15 High School Jazz Ensembles
PORKCHOP SANDWICH
Slice of sweet onion, pickles, mustard & 
large pork chop on a toasted bun — 
AND LOTS OF YOUR OTHER FAVORITES! 
ACROSS FROM DORNBLASER
**4>4*44444*44***4
* LADIES’ NIGHT *
* FRIDAY & SATURDAY **
First Drink Free * 
from 10 — 11 
NO COVER UNTIL * 
9:30 FOR WOMEN *
* TRADING POST featuring
: SALOON FLASH * 
¥¥¥♦¥¥♦♦¥¥¥♦♦¥¥¥¥¥
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UM's production of The Magic Flute 
proves to be a qualified success
By Elisabeth Kester
Kaimin Contributing Reviewer
Last weekend the drama/dance 
department, in cooperation with 
the music department presented 
Mozart's final opera, The Magic 
Flute.
Review_______
The production itself worked on 
several levels and showed that an 
honest attempt had been made to 
bring about something beautiful. 
The addition of a small orchestra, 
comparable to Mozart's, to compli­
ment the singers would have 
greatly enhanced the perfor­
mance.
The Magic Flute's libretto is a 
"fairy tale*' combined with a novel 
that is an allegory of Masonic ritual 
trials. Both Mozart, who wrote the 
music, and Schikaneder, who 
wrote the libretto, were Masons.
On the whole, the singing was 
admirable, and the opera was 
enjoyable and viable on the 
musical level.
H. Russel Harvey was a hand­
some Tamino with good stage 
presence and princely bearing, 
and when he learns to enunciate 
clearly and his voice gains more 
strength, he will be a formidable 
artist. Pamina, portrayed by 
Michelle Diede, used her strong 
voice and attractive looks to her 
advantage, but shedidn’t appear to 
understand her character's purity 
and nobility.
A surprise awaited the audience 
in the rich voice of Steve Kuyken­
dall who played the high priest, 
Sarastro. Unfortunately, even his 
sonorous voice could not make up 
tion of Sarastro had as much 
personality as a store-window 
personality as a store-window 
dummy. And if that weren’t 
enough, he mechanically hugged 
everybody. Kay Kathryn 
Sandberg, the Queen of the Night, 
worked very hard at one of the 
most difficult parts in all opera. 
She projected the proper intensity 
while she valiantly attempted to 
negotiate the music. It appeared 
that she mostly was spared the 
director’s slapstick approach, but
in the final scene she also was 
pulled into the comic bits, and the 
horror and punishment of her 
annihilation was completely lost to 
the audience.
The blue ribbon award for clear 
enunciation in The Magic Flute 
goes to Henry Kiichli. He had the 
strongest voice in the opera. It was 
a pleasure to listen to him, but he 
suffered mightily from bad direc­
tion.
As may be gathered by now, my 
problems with the opera stem from 
the director’s contribution. If in­
deed the director, Stephen 
Schwartz, had a concept, it cer­
tainly did not grow out of the 
opera. It was a veneer of slapstick, 
cheap bits and cartooned 
caricatures, which were slapped 
on in a conscious attempt to 
improve Mozart’s sublime work. 
This Three Stooges approach in 
Papagena, the slaves and the 
guards would have been em­
barrassing enough on Gilligan's
Island, but in Sarastro's world, 
where dignity and nobility are the 
way of life, it was devastating. The 
High Priest was robbed of all his 
dignity not only by his ridiculous 
posing but also by the lack of 
respect paid to him by others.
The set, designed by Steve 
Nelson, reinforced the intimate 
quality of the opera but lacked 
variety.
Despite the rueful direction, the 
opera managed to survive. When 
the show became visually un­
bearable, it was possible to close 
your eyes and enjoy Mozart’s 
incredibly beautiful music—credit 
for this must certainly go to the 
musical director, Esther England. 
It was also refreshing to see the 
many new faces and talents on 
stage and their efforts and hard 
work helped us rememberthat The 
Magic Flute is perhaps the most 
beautiful and entertaining sermon 
ever written.
Relationship Improvement
g: Programs Now Available for g
$ —married couples —couples living together $
S Short-term (2-session) and long-term (2-month)
§ communication skills training. iS
g: NO COST to participants but enrollment will be limited.
Contact Dr. Philip Bornstein’s Office
g Department of Psychology — Phone 243-4623 S
HEIDELBERG g
12 pk cans .............. $349 %
GALLO WINES §1.5 LT..................$3" |
PEPSI |
6 pack cans ............. $J89
WINE OF THE MONTH £
Simpatico European White Wine
750 ml................. $289 |




Comer of S. Higgins and E. Beckwith 721-2679 
Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-midnight — Sat.-Sun. 8:00 midnight
Don’t Get Caught
Spring Textbooks Will Not Be 
Available after MAY 10 — Buy Now
University Center U of M Campus
P.O. Box 5548 (406) 243-4021
Missoula, Montana 50806 *
Bryan Thornton - General Manager
OF YOUR SHELL ... 
Fly over to meet some 
friends and have a 
great breakfast!
CHECK OUT ONE 
OF OUR
ETHNIC OMELETS 
(served with has browns 
and whole wheat toast)
★ All American $260
★ Mexican ......... $350
★ Italian ............... $340
★ Montanan .... $380 
(Our omelets are everything 




r TAKE THE CHALLENGE! 'l
Try Out for the All New
Sugar Bear/Cheerleading Squad
First Meeting — May 10th at 7:00 P.M.
Where — 11th Floor Jesse Hall
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Are there just too many video games invading your space? Is the transformation of your 
friends into cybernetic players and TV androids putting a tempest in your teapot? Hey... 
take off your pack, man. Pull the plug with some Mountain Fresh Rainier. Leave all those 
electronic blips and bleeps to the defenders and donkey conquerors — just seek out your own 
asteroid and put some R's in your mug.
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